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Check list: PacDrive™ Firmware update V00.12.xx ���� V00.20.xx 
 
This list is not exhaustive! 
 
 

# Description Reference 
Prio 

 

1. Flash disk size / RAM 
PacDrive MAx-4 versions V00.15.00 or higher require at least 16 
MB Flash and 32 MB RAM 
If the PacDrive controller has less than 32 MB RAM, it will run a 
minimal boot and a message will appear in the message logger 
(Boot failed, RAM < 32MB) 
 

PD_RevMAx-4_usV15.pdf  1 

    
2. New CoDeSys compiler ���� New libraries required! 

 
- Local ENUMs are no longer globally valid. 
 The following libraries contain local enumeration types 
 hat were incorrectly used globally. (The updated 
 versions are shown in parentheses – integrate those 
 versions into your project, so that you an compile the 
 project without errors): PLC_V000701.lib 
 PLC_V000702lib), PLC_V000600.lib, 
 (PLC_V000601.lib) 
 
- Nested comments (If comments are not correctly interlaced, 
 the project cannot be compiled. In such  a case the 
 comments have to be changed or the option has to be 
 deactivated.) 
 In the following libraries, the activated option 
 “Interleaved comments” results in compilation errors 
 (The updated versions are shown in parentheses – 
 integrate those versions into your project, so that you 
 can compile the project without errors): 
 CSplineV000500.lib (CSplineV000501.lib), 
 CSplineV000601.lib (CSplineV000602.lib), 
 PLC_V000701.lib (PLC_V000702.lib) 
 
 
- If strings were transmitted as VAR_IN_OUT variables, 
 memory could be overwritten by an assignment. 
 Now the size is checked Ii STRING variables are 
 transmitted to VAR_IN_OUT parameters. If the size of 
 the actual parameter is smaller than that of the formal 
 parameter, the following error message is generated: 
 4012 "Invalid type for input 'sFuncstring' of 
 'CHECKFUNC' : Cannot convert 'String(30)' to 
 'String(80)(VAR_IN_OUT)'." 

 
- It is no longer allowed to use byte, word or double word 
 variables with bit statements. The (incorrect) syntax 
 (e.g. %MB2.0) is now detected by the compiler and 
 reported as an error. 
 When editing existing projects, it may be necessary to 
 adjust the syntax (example: %MB2.0 → %MB2). 
 
- As of V14, an error is generated if a structure initialization 
 uses an own component. 
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3. Identical variable name and step name (SFC) 

Now the compiler issues a warning that a Boolean variable with 
the same name as the SFC step is declared in the program. 
 

PD_RevEPAS4_usV002003_
01a_2605.pdf 

 

    
4. New Position Source for Processing in the Component 

CamSwitch 
 
Position source: 
V12, V14:      <Drive>.RefPosition 
>= V001500:  <Drive>.MechRefPosition 
 

PD_RevMAx-4_deV1501.pdf 3 

    
5. OnDelay / OffDelay no longer in the CamSwitch 

System-related On- and OffDelays are now given within the 
CamTrack and no longer within the CamSwitch (needs to be 
given only once). 
 

PD_RevMAx-4_usV1500.pdf 3 

    
6. The data type of the parameters DRIVE.FeedConstant and 

LENC.FeedConstant was changed from REAL to LREAL. 
 

PD_RevPacDrCo_usV1642_
01a_3905.pdf 
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7. The accuracy of Timer1 and Timer10 was increased. The two 

object parameters Timer1 and Timer10 were derived from the 
SERCOS cycle. Therefore the times were only correct in phase 
4.  
The timers are now working correctly in all phases of operation, 
In case of a SERCOS failure, the system automatically resorts 
to the timer of the operating system. 
 

PD_RevPacDrCo_usV1642_
01a_3905.pdf 
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8. The object parameter PosPGain fro DRIVE objects witch had a 

value range of 0..100 in previous version, was limited to the 
value range 0..59 
 

PD_RevPacDrCo_usV1642_
01a_3905.pdf 
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9. When the PacDrive controller is booted, the parameters MaxAcc 

and MaxVel of the object MC_4 have the following default 
values (instead of 0): MaxAcc = 3642805;  MaxVel  = 18000 
 

PD_RevPacDrCo_usV1642_
01a_3905.pdf 
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10. No 16Mbaud Sercos on Max-4 

 
 0 

    
11. Compiler settings: 

 
- segment size  
- Max. number of function blocks  
are no longer workplace- specific settings. The settings are now 
saved with the project. 
 
Number of data segments 
V12:   2..13 
V20:   2 or 3 
 
V12: Segment size: 131072   Byte 
V20:    1835008 Byte 

PD_RevEPAS4_usV001625_
01a_0405.pdf 
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IEC data size of respective PacDrive controller versions: 
V7 – V12.20  2  MB 
V15 – V20  3,7MB 
 

    
12. Retain area  

EPAS-4 set the size of the retain area to 101 kB, even if the 
initial value according to the parameter 
SetPacDriveIECRetainSize should have been different. 
 

PD_RevEPAS4_usV001625_
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13. Changed Priorities of System Tasks 

The priorities of the system tasks were changed. When 
converting old projects to the latest version, the task priorities 
are adjusted automatically.  
 
Telnet, FTP, MSG_Server, TCPIP_Server:   Old: 5 � New: 15 
 
The message type of the message written to the message 
logger  when calling the function SetTaskPriority was changed 
from 2 to 1 
 

PD_RevPacDrCo_usV2003_
01a_0206.pdf 
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14. Call of TP_Edge only possible in SERCOS- Bus Phase 4 � 

new error message: -5: Measurement not possible because 
SERCOS is not in phase 4 
 

PD_RevPacDrCo_usV2003_
01a_0206.pdf 
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15. Return Value of CopyFile() changed 

The error code -3 is no longer generated 
PD_RevPacDrCo_usV2003_
01a_0206.pdf 
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16. GetVelocity1() does not work with FW> 12 

 
  

    
17. Sercos error could be reset ���� Wrong Axis.Position 

The consequence of an excessive Sercos error could be a 
wrong Axis.Position.  
With V20 a Sercos error could be reset, the machine could be 
started and cause a mechanical damage.  
It has to be ensured that a Sercos error requires a new homing 
procedure. 
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18. The error message “139 Error DC-precharge” is changed from 

reaction B to reaction A. Thus, the Ready contact is always 
deactivated when this error occurs, irrespective of the function 
ReadyOptionSet(). 
 

PD_RevMC-
4_usV001632_01a3205.pdf 
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19. ProfileCompute / ProfileInvCompute 

In V12 it is possible to use the ProfileCompute() / 
ProfileInvCompute() and the MultiCam on the same ProfileID. 
In V20 this simultaneous access is not possible. 
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20. DeadTimeMode 

To have a compatible dead time behaviour to FW < V00.20.00 
 3 
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the parameter DeadTimeMode has to be set to 0 / V16 
 

    
21. It is strongly recommended to save the retain variables before 

updating the firmware. 
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